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#mathscpdchat 23 February 2021 

 

What are great ways to help pupils understand and use place value? 

Hosted by Charlotte Hawthorne  

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Among the links shared during the discussion were:  

 

Dienes Blocks (manipulative) which is one of MathsBot’s many useful manipulatives created by 

Jonathan Hall. It was shared by Charlotte Hawthorne 

 

Mr Coward Maths which is a website from which you can freely download (as PDF files) tasks 

that are designed to help pupils work with place value in bases other than base 10. It was shared 

by Charlotte Hawthorne 

 

https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://mathsbot.com/manipulatives/blocks
https://twitter.com/StudyMaths
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://mrcowardmaths.wixsite.com/website/resources/categories/multibase
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
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Arithmetic which is a book by Paul Lockhart in which the author reveals arithmetic not as the rote 

manipulation of numbers, but as a set of ideas that exhibit the fascinating and sometimes 

surprising behaviours usually reserved for higher branches of mathematics. It was shared by 

Simon Gregg 

 

Planning to teach place value which is one of the NCETM’s Planning to Teach Secondary Maths 

videos (each with its own freely-downloadable printable guidance, which includes the PowerPoint 

slides used in the video) in each of which an experienced teacher provides support for the 

teaching of a particular topic. It was shared by Sam Blatherwick 

 

Exploding Dots which are YouTube videos by James Tanton. It was shared by John O Connor 

 

Journeys on the Gattegno Tens chart which is an article from NRICH by Alf Coles, in which he 

offers stories from a project that aimed to tackle student under-achievement in primary 

mathematics. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Activities on the Gattegno Tens chart which is another article from NRICH by Alf Coles which 

follows on from the one above. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

The GattegnoTens Chart (manipulative) which is another one of MathsBot’s many useful 

manipulatives created by Jonathan Hall. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Factorising with Multilink which is an unusual task (that involves numbers in bases other than 10) 

from NRICH (inspired by the ideas of Kenneth Ruthven and Paul Andrews). Students try to make 

rectangles to represent quadratic expressions with sets of squares-of, sticks-of and single 

multilink cubes. It was shared by Dani Quinn 

 

Can't calculate? Could place value be the culprit? which is a well-illustrated Herts for Learning 

blog by Gill Shearsby-Fox. The author offers intervention strategies to help pupils avoid errors 

caused by lack of understanding of place value. It was shared by Rachael Brown 

 

These cups should have a place in any classroom! which is a blog by Magical Educator 

(Tessmaths) in which an unusual and effective way to help pupils understand place value is 

described and illustrated. It was shared by Julia Smith 

 

Pi in the Sky: Counting, Thinking, and Being which is a book by John D Barrow, described as a 

profound, and profoundly different exploration of the world of mathematics. It was shared by Atul 

Rana 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/34758216-arithmetic
https://twitter.com/Simon_Gregg
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/planning-to-teach-secondary-maths/
https://twitter.com/blatherwick_sam
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLoBaXWXBi2d6JJ-HpXk38SmkCFrGX9iJD
https://twitter.com/johnconnor80
https://nrich.maths.org/10314
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://nrich.maths.org/10741
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://mathsbot.com/tools/gattegnoChart
https://twitter.com/StudyMaths
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://nrich.maths.org/factorising
https://twitter.com/danicquinn
https://www.hertsforlearning.co.uk/blog/cant-calculate-could-place-value-be-culprit
https://twitter.com/RachaelBMaths
http://www.magicalmaths.org/these-cups-should-have-a-place-in-any-classroom-making-the-ordinary-extraordinary/
https://twitter.com/tessmaths
https://twitter.com/tessmaths
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Pi-Sky-Counting-Thinking-Being/dp/0316082597
https://twitter.com/atulrana
https://twitter.com/atulrana
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Jake Thackray 'Molly Metcalfe' which is a poem/song/talk involving a curious way of counting 

sheep. It was shared by David Bedford 

 

 

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show parts of several 

conversations about the wide range of attractive materials, both online and real, that teachers 

use to help pupils understand and work with place value! Click on any of these screenshots of 

a tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

The conversation was generated by this tweet from Charlotte Hawthorne: 

 

and included these from Mike Ollerton, Martyn Yeo and Chris: 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiXINuf5nbl&feature=youtu.be
https://twitter.com/DavidB52s
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://twitter.com/MichaelOllerton
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/cp2242
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364293516608888838
https://twitter.com/MichaelOllerton/status/1364422474088218625
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1364296743391756290
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1364297251032608768
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these from Mary Pardoe, Jonathan Hall and Charlotte Hawthorne: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/StudyMaths
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364297935324925955
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1364298486385176576
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1364297414195245060
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these from these from Charlotte Hawthorne and Catherine Edwards 

https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/StudyMaths/status/1364297812813438976
https://twitter.com/cp2242/status/1364295386517667847
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these from these from Simon Gregg and Charlotte Hawthorne: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Simon_Gregg
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364296351106924545
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1364295864005648388
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364296595093803010
https://twitter.com/Simon_Gregg/status/1364299617756737542
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these from Atul Rana, Laura, Charlotte Hawthorne and Kirsty Fish: 

 

 

 

 

these from Mary Pardoe, ARITHMETICA and Vicky Osborne: 

https://twitter.com/atulrana
https://twitter.com/LauraWheeler5
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7
https://twitter.com/Kirstymaths
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/ARITHMETICA3
https://twitter.com/CheerVix
https://twitter.com/Simon_Gregg/status/1364300147576954882
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364300539257905155
https://twitter.com/atulrana/status/1364294264205807618
https://twitter.com/LauraWheler5/status/1364294857053896704
https://twitter.com/mrshawthorne7/status/1364297421526884353
https://twitter.com/Kirstymaths/status/1364318120974950402
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and these from Dani Quinn and Julia Smith: 

 

https://twitter.com/danicquinn
https://twitter.com/tessmaths
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1364301689445048327
https://twitter.com/ARITHMETICA3/status/1364527311169667074
https://twitter.com/CheerVix/status/1364302229843431431
https://twitter.com/danicquinn/status/1364300147576954882689334300673
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(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

Some of the areas where discussion focused were: 

 

the host invited contributors to ‘say’ what they think ‘a place-value system’ is: 

• a well-appreciated response from one teacher was that a place-value number system is … 

‘a way of using relative position to indicate magnitude’ … that teacher had ‘been talking 

about it a lot with my 6 yo’; 

https://twitter.com/tessmaths/status/1364308429167280138
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• several responses were close to the following description … ‘a way of denoting the 

relative size of digits in a number when working in a specified base’; 

• another popular way of stating the meaning of place value was … ‘the value of the place, 

or position, of a digit in a number’; 

• some teachers think of a place value system as ‘a system of counting objects using 

groups of a particular size … as in 452 in base n is 4 groups of n2, 5 groups of n and 2 

groups of 1’; 

• many teachers reported that they had never thought deeply before about what a place 

value system is; 

• discussion developed about the number symbols and systems of various cultures in the 

past … images of symbols were shared … for example, of Egyptian Hieratic numerals, 

Cistercian numerals, and Roman numerals … teachers mentioned getting pupils to 

appreciate the relative complexity of calculating in some ancient number systems; 

• there was a short discussion in which money calculations in the ‘old’ pounds, shillings 

and pence system were compared with calculations in the present decimal system … 

the relatively cumbersome nature of calculations using non-metric units when compared 

with calculations using metric units was also briefly discussed; 

• the extent to which pupils understand the meanings of, and can or can’t distinguish 

between, ‘number’, ‘numeral’ and ‘digit’ was mentioned; 

• teachers discussed the fact that ‘many a student can tell me the names of the columns but 

their understanding of the relevant magnitude and links to powers of 10 is lacking’ … that 

sometimes students ‘think place value is babyish’; 

the host prompted contributors to discuss whether/how in their teaching they focus on 

number systems other than the base 10 place-value system: 

• several teachers mentioned ‘pebbles in a bowl’ and other curious ways of counting sheep 

(link to a ‘song’ is provided above); 

• there were some more tweets about using Roman numerals; 

• the discussion focussed for some time on teaching and learning about place value 

systems in which the base is not 10 … ‘I LOVE looking at other bases with all my classes’ 

… ‘used to like working with youngest children to create bundles (and bundles of bundles) of 

different bases’ … ‘I think we need some experimentation with bases other than decimal’; 

• that egg boxes of different sizes are useful as materials to help pupils explore the 

representation of numbers in various different bases; 

• a teacher mentioned that pupils’ knowledge of, and ability to work in, bases other than 

base 10 is not presently formally assessed in the UK … but also wrote ‘if it helps them 

grasp that the columns are more than just bigger and smaller, but growing by a defined 

multiple each time, then I think it has a benefit’; 
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how teachers use resources and manipulatives to help pupils understand the place value 

system: 

• some teachers like pupils to use Dienes blocks to explore counting in different bases as a 

way of helping them understand place value; 

• there was a long discussion about ways in which teachers use the idea of ‘Exploding dots’ 

(link provided above) to introduce pupils to, and to help them explore, place-value number 

systems with different bases … ‘I have been teaching exploding dots in my online lessons 

with Year 7. I loved introducing base 2 and 3 first and then bringing in base 10 machine to 

see their reaction’ … ‘I found the younger my pupils were the easier it was for them to grip 

multi-base’; 

• teachers discussed ‘excellent place value tasks’ that help pupils think about how place 

value ‘works’ while the teacher sees what pupils do or don’t understand … for 

example, ‘write a five-digit number with thirteen tens’; 

• teachers who use the Gattegno Tens Chart (particularly an online interactive one – link 

provided above) find that it provides endless possibilities for challenging pupils in ways that 

generate thought and discussion ‘in which place value matters’; 

• teachers repeatedly stated that they find that exploring place value with different bases 

helps pupils grasp the significance of ‘the columns’ … how their values ‘grow’; 

• a teacher mentioned that pupils can use Cuisenaire® rods ‘to explore the first four place 

value columns in different bases’ … for example ‘for base 3 we have: green cubed, green 

squared, green, white, which generates 27, 9, 3, 1’; 

• some teachers challenge pupils to represent numbers rounded to various decimal places by 

drawing images of (connected) number-line segments in which the scales are 

progressively ‘magnified’ … ‘students sometimes think they understand how to use place 

value until it comes to rounding to a particular number of decimal places’; 

• a teacher directed attention to a task in which pupils use multilink cubes to focus in an 

unusual and interesting way both on the factorising of quadratic expressions and the 

possibility of using different number bases for a place-value number system (link 

provided above); 

ways of challenging pupils to think more deeply about place value, and of supporting 

those who seem to be struggling: 

• that ‘so many things link in’ to the idea of place value … ‘I’ve been using it with the metric 

system a lot more, looking at links between prefixes and place value’; 

• working with the Gattegno Tens Chart was discussed again; 

• that exploring the ‘1089 task’ (pick a 3-digit number, reverse it, take the smallest number 

from the largest, repeat until the result eventually is 1089) in various different bases can be 

illuminating; 
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• a useful task is generated by presenting students with the number 987,654,321 and 

challenging them to write in order the next ten largest numbers that can be made using all 

the digits from ‘1’ to ‘9’ each once only; 

the host asked for ‘top tips’ for teaching place value: 

• be clear and consistent in the way that you use the words ‘number’, ‘digit’ and ‘numeral’; 

• use 10n (… 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102, 103, …) for column headings ‘instead-of/as-well-

as the names … thousands, hundreds, tens, ones/units, tenths, hundredths … there was 

some discussion about whether to use ‘ones’ or ‘units’ as the heading of the first column to 

the left of the decimal point; 

• explore place value using Dienes blocks and ‘exploding dots’; 

• ‘look at place value in multiple bases’; 

• ‘definitely don’t rush it – it builds into so many things’. 

 

 

 


